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From the past hidden in their paws to the future predicted by their leftover kibble, discover the

true magic of cats in this hilarious guide to feline divination.Pawmistry is a tongue-in-cheek

guide to the feline oracle and the supernatural signs your cat may leave behind. Written and

illustrated by the beloved creator of Cat Tarot Megan Lynn Kott, this playful and informative

book offers instruction in a number of types of divination to practice with your cat, where

messages and portents may be delivered by scattered cat toys, particular tail positions, and

sleeping on your face. What does that barf in your shoe really mean? You may even consider

learning the dark magic of their litterbox leavings (if you dare). Each section includes write-in

pages to record your own cat's messages from the universe, and a removable, fold-out Feline

Divination Board included with the book will allow you to take your arcane partnership to the

next level.MAKE CAT PLAY TIME PAWMISTRY TIME: Using the easy step-by-step

instructions, turn your cat's daily routine into opportunities for mystical discovery. Play with toys

to consult the oracles! Discover messages from the universe in leftover kibble! Dare to read the

dark portents hidden in their litterbox!FOR CAT LOVERS: This is a unique gift for the "crazy cat

person" in your life—even if it's yourself! Learn the mystical meanings behind the "slow blink"

or the past hidden in your kitty's bean toes, and celebrate the magic of cats.DIY SHAREABLE

CONTENT: Along with playful instructions and illustrations, the book also includes a fold-out

Feline Divination Board—a talking board for cats—which not only makes for a fun interactive

element, but also a perfect photo opportunity to share with friends.GREAT GIFT: This playful

book is perfect for a birthday present, white elephant gift exchange, or to celebrate a new cat

adoption. Add it to the shelf alongside You Need More Sleep: Advice From Cats by Francesco

Marciuliano, Ask Baba Yaga by Taisia Kitaiskaia, and Crafting with Cat Hair by Kaori Tsutaya

and Amy Hirschman.

About the AuthorMegan Lynn Kott is a Milwaukee-based illustrator and author of projects

including Cat Lady Old Maid, Cat Tarot, Unfamiliar Familiars, and Pawmistry. She has

collaborated with Maximum Fun, Tea Collection, Kitten Lady, and others. Her first word was

"kitty."--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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This book is dedicated to all the cats I’ve had the pleasure of fostering thus far. You’ve taught

me so much, and not just about the Dark Arts.Copyright © 2021 by Megan Lynn Kott.All rights

reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form without written permission from

the publisher.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataDesign by Maggie

Edelman.Chronicle books and gifts are available at special quantity discounts to corporations,

professional associations, literacy programs, and other organizations. For details and discount

information, please contact our premiums department at corporatesales@chroniclebooks.com

or at 1-800-759-0190.Chronicle Books LLC680 Second StreetSan Francisco, California
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Divination Board Insert Back PocketINTRODUCTIONFORTUNE FAVORS THE FURRYIt’s well

known that cats are some of the most magical creatures living today (ranked, obviously, after

dolphins and Björk). They can walk through dreams, foretell the future, hypnotize all but the

most stubborn dog people, and preter-naturally sense which shoes are your favorite (and

therefore must be barfed into).As you proceed through this book, you will learn to tap into a

cat’s uncanny nature and, in so doing, uncover mysteries of the cosmos, hidden aspects of

your fate and fortunes, and possibly a can or two of wet food.Just let your feelings felines be

your guide.You needn’t necessarily be a cat owner1 to access the revelations described in this

book. Cats are, after all, all around us. You merely need to be open to a chance encounter, or

at least willing to make an appointment at your local cat café.2If you are uninitiated in the ways

of cats, you may think at first that your mystic companion seems aloof or is acting downright

hostile toward you . . . and you’d be right. I mean, imagine being privy to the most staggering

universal truths and yet still being regarded as a mere house pet! Stick with it; most kitties are

eventually willing to give guidance to those seeking enlightenment—especially if the truth-

seeker in question possesses the ability to open bags of freeze-dried chicken treats.

Pawmistry Unlocking minnesota workers

Unfamiliar Familiars: Extraordinary Animal Companions for the Modern Witch, Cats Are the

Worst: (Cat Gift for Cat Lovers, Funny Cat Book), Catology: The Weird and Wonderful Science

of Cats, Emmett and Jez (Adventures in Fosterland), Super Spinach (Adventures in

Fosterland), P.S. I Love You More Than Tuna, How to Be a Moonflower, A Tea Witch's Grimoire:

Magical recipes for your teatime, The Cat with Three Passports: What a Japanese cat taught

me about an old culture and new beginnings., The Book of Living Secrets, Moon, Magic,

Mixology: From Lunar Love Spell Sangria to the Solar Eclipse Sour, 70 Celestial Drinks Infused

with Cosmic Power (Moon Magic), The Fur Person [Illustrated Edition], Wiccan Kitchen: A

Guide to Magical Cooking & Recipes (The Modern-Day Witch Book 7), Plant Witchery:

Discover the Sacred Language, Wisdom, and Magic of 200 Plants, Hekate: Goddess of

Witches, Wiccapedia: A Modern-Day White Witch's Guide (The Modern-Day Witch Book 1),

Adventure Cats: Living Nine Lives to the Fullest, The Hacienda, You Need More Sleep: Advice

from Cats, Cat Owner's Home Veterinary Handbook, Fully Revised and Updated

Nicole Robinson, “Very Interesting. Its very interesting and fun, they have many series of this

book and I think this is the fourth book of it. I got a hardcover and it came very clean and

without not even 1 scratch on it, would buy again.”

Jill Nicely, “the future is feline. Your cat is not just a playful floof filled with love and painful

pointy claws. Your cat can also predict the future. In fact, he or she is probably giving you hints

every day about your future. You just have to learn to pay attention and read the signs. That is

the beauty fo Pawmistry, the art and science (or just the light-hearted humor) of unlocking the
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secrets of the universe with cats.Author and illustrator Megan Lynn Kott has taken the time to

study the kitties to figure out what they’re trying to tell us about our present and future. And she

is ready to share the answers with us She explains what the different tail configurations mean.

She tells us about the toe beans, what the different colors mean. She teaches us about right-

and left-pawedness, and the knowledge that unlocks about your beloved chonk.Pawmistry

includes sections on learning to read the scattering of the toys, or the kibbleography of the

meaning of the food left in the bowl. There are chapters on the slow blink, the offerings in the

litter box, and a chart for where to do the scratches and the scritches. And on the back cover is

the Feline Divination Board (it’s in the ebook too), so you can use your cat to answer questions

either by the choice of treats or by the playing of the wand toy. (Although this is an advanced

technique, not to be taken on lightly or with inferior treats.)This adorable gift book will be a big

hit with cat fans of all ages and offers lots of satirical fun along with some genuine helpful

advice for cat owners. The charming illustrations pair well with the playful ideas, like the book

was written by someone with the soul of a cat.Personally, I really enjoyed the whimsy and

playfulness, and the way Kott understands that being a cat person is a magical journey, and

some of us need a guide to find our way. It’s fewer than 200 pages, so it’s a short read. But the

downside to that is that it’s a short read. I would’ve loved some more content to celebrate all

the special joy that cats bring us. Still, it’s a fun, charming book and will be a big hit as a gift for

celebrations or as a welcome gift (or cautionary guide) for first-time cat owners. And remember

the real secret of the universe with cats: hiss less, purr more.Egalleys for Pawmistry were

provided by Chronicle Books through Edelweiss, with many thanks.”

Renee, “About the cutest and most accurate thing I've seen in quite awhile!. I won this title

through a Goodreads giveaway! Having said that, this is the first of those won that I have

reviewed on Amazon directly. This is FANTASTIC. I love the artistry as well as the focus on the

magic that is cats. I have loved reading through it and I KNOW my Wiccan sister is going to

LOVE this for Christmas!!”

bookwomen37, “Communicating With Your Mystical Cat. This is a cute little book full of all the

ways to communicate with your mystical cat. To cat owner's some of them will be very familiar.

Other ways are just humorous. There are games to play with your cat too. The drawings are

wonderful and really add to the text. This book will make a great gift.”

christinespi, “Creative & Clever. This is a must for cat lovers. The illustrations are so beautifully

and thoughtfully drawn. The theme and wording throughout is witty and clever. So many cute

and funny tidbits on every page.I have a few other items of Megan Kott's work, and this is

quickly becoming my favorite. Cats are unique and mysterious creatures, and this is the perfect

tribute to them. I recommend getting this as a gift for a cat-loving friend, and make sure to get a

copy for yourself.”

Richard H, “Wonderful. Beautiful, charming, intelligent and funny, Pawmistry is a MUST for

evey cat lover.”

Belen, “Me encanta este libro. Las ilustraciones son preciosas y el libro es muy fácil y divertido

de leer. No tengo nada malo que decir, simplemente que lo recomiendo si eres un amante de

los gatos. :)”

The book by Megan Lynn Kott has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 66 people have provided feedback.
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